


Inspired by the lavish seats in opera houses, the Opera Sofa 
encapsulates luxurious modern living. Upholstered in velvet 
with a leather panel in the back, this contemporary two 
seater brings a sophisticated touch to any stylish ambiance. 
The smooth velvet finish ensure it’s as comfortable as 
beautiful. It’s available in a wide range of colors.

OPERA
TWO SEAT SOFA 

GET PRICE





Its ergonomic shape ensures a right posture, allowing 
to work comfortably for hours, and the best materials, 
velvet, brass and lacquered wood ensure high-quality. All 
combined into one office chair, that ties comfort and luxury 
together. Timeless with a modern twist, Charla office Chair 
is an item of boundless elegance.

CHARLA
OFFICE CHAIR

GET PRICE





Charla dining chair is a splendid object of boundless 
elegance. This marvelous design is the perfect example 
of timeless lines with a modern twist, by using a 
complexity of luxurious materials, such as velvet, brass 
and lacquered wood.

CHARLA
DINING CHAIR

GET PRICE



Made with the finest materials, the Nubian ottoman 
features leather upholstery and brass legs. With 
its contrasting shapes, this geometrical ottoman is 
perfect for luxurious interiors. The outcome is an 
elegant and versatile piece fit for bedrooms, living 
rooms or opulent hotels.

NUBIAN
OTTOMAN

GET PRICE





Prisma is an ottoman designed to bring the best of 
design into every space. Meticulously handmade with 
high-quality materials, each ottoman is hand sewn 
individually by expert upholsterers. A luxury item that 
adapts to any ambiance or style.

PRISMA
OTTOMAN

GET PRICE
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SABOTEUR
BAR CHAIR

Evoking the old glamour of noir movies, 
the Saboteur is a classy velvet bar chair 
for stylish kitchens, bars, bistros or 
lounge areas. 

CHARLA
BAR CHAIR

Reuniting our finest luxury values, this 
design promises to steal the attention of 
any interior.

NAVIS
ARMCHAIR

Navis armchair, as its name suggest, is inspired by the epoch of the 

discoveries’ courageous vessels.  The absolute elegant perspective 

of an era, perfect for the most sumptuous ambiances.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE
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GALEA
BAR CHAIR

The elegant silhouette, yet strong 
presence, ensures it’s the perfect piece 
for upscale bars. 

GALEA
DINING CHAIR

Galea is a glamorous dining chair that 
blends ancient with modern design.

SABOTEUR
DINING CHAIR

The Saboteur Dining chair is here to 
bring that old noir movie scene vibe 
into any modern dining spaces, whether 
private or commercial.

NURA
DINING CHAIR

Featuring a uniquely shaped backrest, 
Nura Dining Chair is the ultimate 
expression of cozy luxury.

CHARLA
ARMCHAIR

Charla Armchair is a modern twist on 
timeless and classic armchairs.

CHARLA SMALL
OFFICE CHAIR

The smaller version of the Charla Office 
Chair, much like the bigger version, ties 
luxury and comfort together. 

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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ANGUIS
ARMCHAIR

A modern armchair that stands out in 

any lounge or living room due to its 

contrasting, yet harmonious, textures.

ANGUIS
SINGLE SOFA

The Anguis single sofa is a modern and 

comfortable sofa for one to relax.

ANGUIS
SOFA CENTER

A modular piece that can be easily 

customized without losing its identity. 

The result of the coordinated work 

between design and craftsmanship.

TENOR
OTTOMAN

A highly stylish ottoman with a smooth 

and elegant shape.

CHARLA
STOOL

A leather stool with a tufted finish that 

brings luxury and comfort together into one.

CHARLA
TWO SEAT CHAIR

Charla two seat chair is a splendid 

object of boundless elegance with an 

opulent touch.

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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CHARLA

The dual personality of this stool stays 

in a unique beautifully balance between 

softness black velvet and strong 

personality in a gold plated brass ring.

STOOL

The prisma stool is a symphony of 

meticulous proportions based on a 

simple square, created with the same 

empowering and passionate aesthetics 

in its design.

PRISMA

NOIR
STOOL

ARMOUR
STOOL

An upholstered delicacy emerging from the careful application of 

luscious black velvet touches and passionate design. Extra luxury 

feel is given by the gold plated brass finish to this marvelous 

stool, which will embellish the most sumptuous contemporary 

and classic setting.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE
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NAVIS
SOFA

Navis brings with itself the 

strength of an era. A symbol 

of courage and daring. 

The design meets comfort 

creating a strong but 

elegant piece.

CHARLA
SOFA

Designed in leather with a 

brass and lacquered wood 

base, Charla Sofa is an item 

of boundless elegance.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE
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SOFA

SOFA

SABOTEUR

Continuing the elegant 

Saboteur line, this sofa was 

created with the perfect 

combination between velvet 

and brass, merging into a 

true luxury symbiosis. 

CHARLA

Chaise Longues have 

long been associated with 

luxury design and opulent 

master bedrooms.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

SOFA

SOFA
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SOFA

CHAISE LONGUE

WALTZ
DESK

The contrast of it’s textures is the result 

of a coordinated work between design 

and craftsmanship.

WALTZ
BOOKCASE

With an unmistakable style, this 

exquisite piece joins the best 

materials with the finest techniques of 

our craftsman.

GET PRICE GET PRICE
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APOTHEOSIS DESK- Inspired by Greek Mythology, the Apotheosis Desk is a vigorous statement piece that will enrich and elevate any project.

GET PRICE





Valet Stands are the most sophisticated and smart 
solution to simplify daily routines. The Waltz is an elegant 
choice that provides both style and function! This high-
end valet stand provides lots of storage with 3 hooks for 
ties, scarves or belts, a shoe rack, brass bars for trousers, 
a drawer for additional storage, embellished with brass 
hardware, and a hanger for coats and shirts.

WALTZ
VALET STAND

GET PRICE





Waltz closet is an elegant modular clothing storage 
solution. Made with the finest materials, walnut root 
veneer, black leather, black lacquered wood, brass and 
smoked mirror. Waltz is the ideal closet for a luxury 
master bedroom offering a full customizable organization 
system featuring shelves, rods and drawers. The Waltz is 
a modular piece, allowing different module combinations 
to better fit into your space.

WALTZ
CLOSET

GET PRICE









The Waltz dresser dismisses the ordinary and creates an 
exclusive and versatile solution for storage, with eight 
spacious drawers, which are embellished with brass 
hardware. An elegant dresser, ideal for a luxury master 
bedroom or wardrobe and made of the finest materials 
and the best luxury finishes.

WALTZ
DRESSER

GET PRICE





Inspired by the walls of French castles, this magnifique 
headboard takes every bedroom and turns it into 
the most exclusive chamber. Made with leather and 
gold-plated brass bars, it’s a modern headboard that 
will make an impressive statement in any bedroom - 
modern or stately.

CHÂTEAU
BED

GET PRICE
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Honouring a refined and unmistakable character that 
seduces by the beauty of its contrasts, the Waltz 
nighstand was born. Transpiring elegance, sobriety and 
decisiveness,the high material quality dismisses the 
ordinary to create exclusive and versatile solutions.

WALTZ
NIGHTSTAND

GET PRICE
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DELTA
SCREEN

This unique folding screen is perfectly 

wrapped in polished brass & black 

lacquered wood and adorned with 

black leather.

EMPIRE
SCREEN

If you’ve always imagined your 

projects with exquisite details this 

Empire folding screen donates a 

deluxe feel to the most stylish spaces.

VERTIGO
COLUMN DISPLAY

The elegant lines of the Vertigo column 

are the proof of ultimate design.

DESIGN 
THAT EXUDES 
LUXURY 
Luxury items are capable of empowering any 

space, such as displays that reveal your art 

collection or folding screens to provide privacy.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE
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EMPIRE  COLUMN DISPLAY - Inspired by Empire State Building’s architecture, the Empire column display takes the same empowering and passionate 

aesthetics in its design.

GET PRICE
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Empire mirror found its inspiration in the extravagant 
and vigorous Empire Collection. With its will to keep up 
with the Empire family high standards on exquisite and 
exceptional design, the Empire mirror’s powerful lines 
are the result of an extraordinary precision of handmade 
techniques. Adequate to transform any space into a 
luxurious atmosphere.

EMPIRE
MIRROR

GET PRICE





Athos is a modern mirror beautifully crafted with a 
leather and brass frame. In Greek mythology Athos was 
a giant, LUXXU brought it to life in the shape of a mirror. 
It’s a strong design and despite its dimensions it looks 
elegant in any setting, stealing all the attention. Ideal for 
walk-in closets or master bedrooms.

ATHOS
MIRROR

GET PRICE





Materials like black lacquer and brass are combined into a 
perfect harmony in order to create a masterpiece like the 
Darian Black. A simple yet unique luxury item that captures 
both the functionality of a mirror and the splendour of an 
art piece. Decorative, practical and divine.

DARIAN
BLACK
MIRROR

GET PRICE
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More than just a simple piece of art, the Crown mirror 
represents a living tribute to the beauty. The breathtaking 
combination of smoked black mirror and gold plated brass, 
challenges the notion of exquisiteness and breaks all the 
creative boundaries.

CROWN
MIRROR

GET PRICE
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The Orbis mirror was inspired by ancient times in history, 
adopting the same simplicity of the golden era. Creates an 
atmosphere of irresistible exposure and exclusivity, this 
creation aims to total immersion in sumptuously glamorous 
interiors and the gold colour enhances the luxurious details 
present in its design.

ORBIS
MIRROR

GET PRICE
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ORBIS 
RECTANGULAR

Stylish and glamorous the Orbis can be 
hanged vertically or horizontally, fitting 
your needs.

CRACKLE
MIRROR

This geometric design resembles a 
shattered mirror and promises to create 
the most glamorous interiors.

DARIAN GOLD
MIRROR

A simple yet unique luxury item that 
captures both the functionality of a 
mirror and the splendour of an art 
piece. Decorative, practical and divine.

MAJESTIC XL
WALL LIGHT MIRROR

The emancipation of lighting reflects 
a fascinating design of the craftsmen, 
giving Majestic a whole new dimension. 

MCQUEEN
WALL LIGHT MIRROR

The magnificent foliage is made of 
hammered brass with gold plated 
finish and a rhythmic luminosity of the 
Swarovski crystals.

MCQUEEN
RECTANGULAR
MIRROR

The tradition of the jewellery artisans is kept 
in this approach to contemporary luxury. 

MIRROR
GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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MAJESTIC XL

CRACKLE 
ROUND
MIRROR

This intricate mirror with a gold frame 
is the perfect statement piece to adorn 
any wall.

VERTIGO
MIRROR

With a sleek design, the details on the 
framing grant Vertigo a classy appeal.

CROWN XL
MIRROR

A functional piece of art ready to bring 
endless elegance to any room.

SCALA
MIRROR

Made in gold plated brass, Scala mirror 
is combined with a black smoked glass, 
expanding the boundaries of creativity 
and sophistication.

EXPLOSION XL
MIRROR

This decorative mirror lives to 
burst interiors with its traditional 
craftsmanship and luxurious details.

EXPLOSION
MIRROR

The perfect solution to highlight any 
ambience with its prestigious and 
revivalist attitude.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE


